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 Background: Many papers are published every year with the purpose to study animal 
training. However many differences are found about training variables. Objective: The 
purpose of the present study was to present and discuss the models and protocols used 
in resistance training and aging animal studies in the last years. Results: We got thirty-
eight articles, which thirty-three articles intervened in general populations and five 
publications studied the field of aging. The overall resistance training analysis revealed 
a wide variability of models, protocols, and prescription methodology. As for the aged 
animal studies, it was possible to see a pattern in a more uniform training methodology 
and the choice of training design. Conclusion: We concluded that with resistance 
training methodological variability may become difficult to build the best design and 
procedure to achieve the aim, but animal aging studies appear to have more 
homogenous methods, which may be favorable to achieve the best conclusions.    
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 In the past few years, a number of review studies discussing the mechanisms of muscular atrophy, 
hypertrophy and impairment of function have increased (Seene, Kaasik and Riso, 2012; LeBrasseur, Walsh and 
Arany, 2011; Aagaard et al., 2010; Sakuma and Yamaguchi, 2010; Adamo and Farrar, 2006). Partly, the 
impairment in muscular activity is caused by a loss in the neuromuscular transmission that comprises different 
levels of central and peripheral nervous systems architecture (Aagaard et al., 2010).  
 In humans, the sample management and methodological approaches make it difficult to determine the best 
intervention design to improve performance of daily life activities (Alway et al., 2005). In the other hand, the 
development of various animal models allowed a more precise control of the loading parameters and records of 
muscle activation and performance (Alway et al., 2005).  
 Alway et al. (2005) discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using animal training models to investigate 
muscular adjustment in aging. However, none report or work until today ever discussed the methodological 
approach used in these studies in animal young adults, aging or chronic diseases. The large differences found 
about the model, number of sets, repetitions, load, pause and other parameters make difficult to choose the best 
intervention to meet the technical problem (Nicastro et al., 2012).  
 Through the diversity of approaches used in animal research, many questions may rise: What is the most 
common RT model use? Is there a better design to achieve the best comparisons among different conditions? Is 
there substantial variability of protocols used in animal testing and aging? To answer these questions, the 
present study aims to systematic review, present and discuss the RT design and protocols used in animal and 
aging studies in the last years. 
 
Methods: 
 We conducted a systematic and critical review in June 2013 using the PubMed database. We crossed the 
words "resistance training" OR "resistance exercise" in order to view the wide scope of methodological studies 
involving resistance training for animal studies published in the last three years. After this approach, we added 
the keywords, aging OR elderly OR sarcopenia, to explore and expanded the search to the last ten years. A 
previous review showed that most of aging research is done in humans (Krause Neto, Maifrino and Gama, 
2011). We did it to provide an inclusion of a greater number of publications about resistance training during 
aging. After completing the first crosses and read the abstracts, we added the inclusion and exclusion criteria for 
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the final selection. We included relevant studies (animal studies) published in English language. For last, we 
disregarded reviews and meta-analysis, as well as interventions such as surgical denervation/re-innervation, 
electrical stimulation, unloading or ablation surgery, resistive treadmill running and isokinetic dynamometer 
stimulated by an electrical shock. 
 
Results: 
 We got thirty-eight articles, by which thirty-three intervened in different conditions (muscle atrophy and 
hypertrophy, cardiac response, insulin resistance, oxidative stress and other area models), and five publications 
studied aging. Most of the articles had outcomes on muscle alterations such as muscular atrophy or hypertrophy 
(29.72%), followed by cardiac response and nutrition studies (18.91% each), metabolism (16.21%), bone 
remodeling (10.81%), spatial memory (2.7%) and opioids response (2.7%). Regarding research centers, 
Brazilian research centers (BRA) published 58% of the papers at this period. The University of São Paulo 
(BRA) leads with 15.8% of the publications followed by Federal University of São Carlos (BRA), Texas A&M 
University (USA) and São Paulo State University with 13.8%, respectively. 
 
Table 1: Descriptive analysis of the selected studies 

Study  Resistance 
Training Model

Duration 
(weeks)

Frequency (times 
per week) Sets Reps Pause  Training Load

Deus et al. 2012 Ladder climbing 6 3 1 05 a 08 climbs not 
mensionated 75% BW + 10% BW ultil failure

de Deus et al. 2012 Ladder climbing 8 3 not 
mensionated 58 climbs 120 secs Not clear

Frajacomo et al. 2012 Water jumping 5 5 not 
mensionated 10RM 30 secs 10RM

Hellyer et al. 2012 Ladder climbing 10 3 3 10 120 secs 80% BW

Prestes et al. 2012 Ladder climbing 12 3 1 04 a 08 climbs 120 secs 50, 75, 90, 100% of the rat's previous 
maximal capacity

Nicastro et al. 2012 Squat 1 3 not 
mensionated

not 
mensionated

not 
mensionated not mensionated

Shiguemoto et al. 2012 Ladder climbing 12  (Chronic) and 
1 (acute) 3 1 04 climbs 120 secs 50, 75, 90, 100% of the rat's previous 

maximal capacity
Nicastro et al. 2012 Squat 1 3 3 10 10 to 20 secs 75% MVSC

Ahmadiasl et al. 2012 Squat 12 4 times per day and 
6 times per week 1 (4 times/day) 12 (each) 90 secs 70%

Domingos et al. 2012 Ladder climbing 10 3 1 4 120 secs 65, 85, 95, 100%
Cassilhas et al. 2012 Ladder climbing 8 5 1 8 60 secs Inital 50% (BW) increasing to 100%

Fujii et al. 2012 Ladder climbing 3 3 6 5 min 5 min not mensionated
Tanno et al. 2011 Water jumping 6 5 4 10 30 secs 50 to 70% BW

De Souza et al. 2011 Water jumping 12 5 4 to 5 5 to 12 40 secs 60 to 85% BW
Fujii et al. 2011 Ladder climbing 3 3 6 5 min 5 min not mensionated

Gaiser et al. 2011 not mensionated 5 3 not 
mensionated

not 
mensionated

not 
mensionated Not clear

Aguiar et al. 2011 Water jumping 5 5 4 10 40 secs 50 to 70% BW
Silveira et al. 2011 Ladder climbing 10 3 1 6 to 7 2 min unquoted

Haraguchi et al. 2011 Water jumping 8 5 4 10 1 min 25 to 55% BW
Aguiar et al. 2010 Water jumping 5 5 4 10 40 secs 50 to 70%BW
Pereira et al. 2010 Ladder climbing 12 3 1 4 120secs 50, 75, 90 and 100% MC

Pierce et al. 2010 Ladder climbing 6 3 1 3 to 6 not 
mensionated 30, 60, 90, 120, 135% BW

Kayser et al. 2010 Ladder climbing 6 3 to 6 1 6 not 
mensionated 30 to 150% BW  

 
Table 1: Continuation… 

Study  Resistance 
Training Model

Duration 
(weeks)

Frequency (times 
per week) Sets Reps Pause  Training Load

Galdino et al. 2010 Squat 12 3 3 10 120 secs 65 to 75% RM
Drummond et al. 2010 Squat 1 session 1 10 to 20 10 90 secs 75% RM

Lipari et al. 2010 Ladder climbing 6 5 1 10 60 secs 50%
Nilsson et al. 2010 Squat 4 sessions 3 5 15 60 secs not mensionated

Swift et al. 2010 Squat 5 3 to 4 not 
mensionated 16 to 50 not 

mensionated 80 to 410 g increase

Zanchi et al. 2010 RE Aparattus 12 4 2 8 180 secs 80 to 95% MVSC

Karagounis et al. 2010 Squat 1 to 3 sessions 1 to 3 4 10 not 
mensionated 75% RM

Zanchi et al. 2010 RE Aparattus 24 2 2 8 180 secs 80 to 95% MVSC
 de Almeida et al. 2010 not mensionated 1 session 1 1 15 NO 75% RM

Faria et al. 2010 Squat 1 session 1 20 15 60 secs 50% RM  
 
General analysis of the Resistance training studies: 
 The Ladder climbing equipment was used in about 42.4% of the studies. The Squat model, Water Jumping 
and a new squat based resistance exercise device, developed by Zanchi et al. (2010), were used in 27.3%, 18.2% 
and 6% of the publications, respectively. Comparing the equipment by topics, including aging studies, the 
Ladder climbing model was applied in bone remodeling (75%), metabolism (66.66%), cardiac responses 
(57.14%), and skeletal muscle adaptation (45.45%) studies. However, nutrition studies preferred to use Water 
jumping equipment in 42.85% of the studies, leaving Ladder climbing and Squat model as second choice 
(28.57% each).    
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Table 2: Descriptive analysis about aging studies. 
Study Resistance 

Training model
Duration 
(weeks)

Frequence 
(times per week) Sets Reps Pause Training Load

Corazza et al. 2013 Water jumping 12 3 2 to 4 5 to 10 30 secs 50 to 80% BW
Harris et al. 2010 Ladder climbing 6 3 1 6 to 8 120 secs 50 to 100% BW

Matheny et al. 2009 Ladder climbing 16 to 18 2 to 3 1 6 to 8 not 
mensionated 50 to 100% BW

Oh et al. 2007 Ladder climbing 8 3 not 
mensionated

not 
mensionated 120 secs 50 to 180% BW

Yang et al. 2006 Ladder climbing 8 3 1 10 120 secs 50% BW plus increases of 30g  
 
 The number of animals per group ranged between six and thirty-nine. However, 73.7% of studies varied 
between six and twelve animals per group. Of these, 52.6% of the studies used Wistar rats whereas 34.2% used 
Sprague-Dawley rats. In general, the age of the animals ranged between 1 to 6 months of age. 
 The training session period (afternoon) was mentioned by 18.4% of the studies, but only 5% indicated that 
reversed the light-dark cycle of the animal’s house. In Table 1, we outline the exercise prescription methodology 
of each study.   
 For prescription of training load, 60.5% of the studies used a percentage of the animal body weight, 
whereas 39.5% of the studies did a load test and based the training load by a percentage of the maximum load 
achieved in the loading test. The training load ranged between 25 and 135% of the animals body weight. 
 As for the time duration of the training, 12% of the studies measured acute changes, while in 88% rule 
changes by longitudinal procedure. The longitudinal studies ranged from 1 to 24 weeks of duration.  
 The frequency of 3 sessions per week was used in 54.5% of studies. The studies which used the Water 
jumping model used the distribution of 5 times per week, whereas Ladder climbing and Squat practice used 3 
times per week as frequency.  
 As consideration sets and repetitions, 33.3% of the studies used only one set. However, there was not a 
standard in number of repetitions per set between the studies. The rest between sets ranged from 20 seconds to 5 
minutes. However, 57.6% of all studies used the rest from 60 seconds to 5 minutes. 
 
Aging Research Studies Analysis: 
 As for the aged animal studies, it was possible to see a pattern in more uniform training methodology and 
the choice of the training model. The ladder climbing model was applied in 80% of studies. The number of 
animals ranged from seven to fourteen per group. Most studies evaluating initiated starting from the age of 12 
months. In all studies, the animals trained three times a week. The most frequent design was a series of six to ten 
climbs per session. The rest of 120 seconds between each climb was applied in 60% of the studies. The training 
load ranged from 50 to 100% of the animals body weight. The duration of the studies ranged from 6 to 18 weeks 
of training. Maximal load test was not applied in 80% of the studies. 
 
Discussion: 
 Muscular strength training is considered to be a powerful encouragement to stimulate positive effects in 
various pathological conditions characterized by muscle wasting and disuse, cancer, HIV/AIDS and Sarcopenia. 
Resistance training or exercise (RT) has demonstrated significant effects on neural, metabolic, and functional 
adaptations in skeletal muscle and various organs (Frajacomo et al., 2012; Domingos et al., 2012; Cassilhas et 
al., 2012; Deus et al., 2012; Tanno et al., 2011; Deschenes et al., 2000). Recent studies done in humans and 
rodents have focused in the cellular and molecular mechanisms behind such responses promoted by RT 
(Ahmadiasl et al., 2012; Tanno et al., 2011; Drummond et al., 2010). Although human studies provide strong 
evidence for practical application, it is not always possible to control the variables that may affect a biological 
response (Nicastro et al., 2012). Furthermore, tissue samples collection to provide a significant amount of 
cellular representation may limit mechanistic in human studies. Therefore, experimental research has been used 
to provide basic results that may promote future studies in humans (Nicastro et al., 2012). Other reviewers had 
already brought on to debate the applicability of animal resistance training models. Krause Neto, Maifrino and 
Gama (2011), showed that 84% of the aging studies, published between 2001 and 2011, were done in humans. 
However, according to Alway et al. (2005), the control of loading parameters and muscle activation are easier in 
animal models than in humans. The results show a large variability of design and protocols between the studies.  
 Clearly, it turns difficult to compare the results than requiring a greater control of variables. 
 
Resistance Training Model: 
 We chose to exclude articles, which used unloading, and ablation surgery or studies with electrical 
stimulation as artificial RT design. This decision was appropriate because those results should not be 
extrapolated to compare data with other training parameters. The reason is the activation patterns of those 
models do not reproduce muscle recruitment and main event of intentional human training because electrically 
activating the muscles bypasses to the central nervous system and all muscle fibers are maximally activated 
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(Alway et al., 2005). In addition, supra maximal activation may causes greater impairment in older muscles 
compared to young ones, resulting in longer recovery times (McArdle et al., 2004). In general and aging 
analysis, the Ladder climbing model was the most frequent RT device applied (Deus et al., 2012a; Deus et al., 
2012b; Hellyer et al., 2012; Prestes et al., 2012; Shiguemoto et al., 2012; Domingos et al., 2012; Cassilhas et 
al., 2012; Fujii et al., 2012; Fujii et al., 2011; Silveira et al., 2011;  Pereira et al., 2010; Pierce et al., 2010; 
Kayser et al., 2010; Lipari et al., 2010; Harris et al., 2010; Matheny et al., 2009; Oh et al., 2007; Yang et al., 
2006). This model allows the animal to climb the ladder voluntarily and against gravity force. The device is 
being applied in several studies such as aging, muscle and bone remodeling, metabolic, endothelial dysfunction 
and cardiac autonomic control (Deus et al., 2012; Pereira et al., 2010; Harris et al., 2010; Kayser et al., 2010). 
Animal training utilizes motor unit recruitment patterns, similarly to human physical activity. Therefore, this 
model closely mimic the neural activation patterns and main event which results in both neural and muscular 
adaptations to loading (Alway et al., 2005). This model also has an advantage when compared to Squat and 
Water Jumping exercises. In those models, the animals have to be stimulated by an electrical shock or the risk of 
drowning. In both situations, the animals experience a tension different to those found in human training.  
 
Animal Strain: 
 Various strains of laboratory animals with different characteristics can be used, offering a wide selection for 
research and increasing the sensitivity and reproducibility of the experimental outcomes (Alway et al., 2005). 
According to Harris et al. (2010), difference in number and strain of rats may cause a significant difference in 
the experimental results. This study showed a slight variability of animal strains on recently publications. The 
chosen animal shall have a size which allows tolerate weight training. Wistar and Sprague-Dawley rats may 
have the same size and body weight making those strains notable for RT. The amount of material that can be 
harvested compared to human biopsies is also notable. At the end of the training period, whole organs or 
muscles can be dissected and studied extensively in this animal strains.  
 
Number of animals per group: 
 The number of animals per group is often a challenge. This diversity may be attenuated by the outcomes of 
the research. Mostly, the amount of animals to be used shall be correlated to the possibility of losing animals 
during the study. This research demonstrated that most reports for resistance training uses five to twelve animals 
per group (Deus et al., 2012a; Macias et al., 2012; Deus et al., 2012b; Hellyer et al., 2012; Prestes et al., 2012; 
Nicastro et al., 2012a; Shiguemoto et al., 2012; Nicastro et al., 2012b; Domingos et al., 2012; Cassilhas et al., 
2012; Smith and Merry, 2012; Souza et al., 2011; Fujii et al., 2011; Gaiser et al., 2011; Aguiar et al., 2011; 
Silveira et al., 2011; Swift et al., 2011; Haraguchi et al., 2011; Pereira et al., 2010; Pierce et al., 2010; Kayser et 
al., 2010; Galdino et al., 2010; Lipari et al., 2010; Nilsson et al., 2010; Zanchi et al., 2010a; Karagounis et al., 
2010; Zanchi et al., 2010b; Almeida et al., 2010; Switf et al., 2010). Aging studies showed similar outcome 
(Corazza et al., 2013; Harris et al., 2010; Matheny et al., 2009; Oh et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2006). This average 
number demonstrated to be enough to make a plausible explanation of the phenomena and also avoid excess of 
animal killing.  
 
Training day time: 
 Only a few studies mention the time of the day that the animals trained. Similarly, to humans, animals shall 
exercise during it active period counting the circadian rhythm. Animals, such as rats, maintain their active 
period during the dark (Norton, Culver and Mullenix, 1975; Malisch et al., 2008; Hagenauer et al., 2011), thus, 
reversed from the human circadian period. The animal house cycle should be reversed and applied to the human 
active period to allow the facilitation of training time for laboratory conditions. Pierce et al. (2010) and Kayser 
et al. (2010) reversed the animal periods to facilitate the training time to the researchers schedule. Hagenauer et 
al. (2011) found that intact peri pubertal rats had activity rhythms that were phase-delayed relative to adults. 
Young rats also exhibit a bimodal nocturnal activity distribution. Most of the studies presented in this study used 
developing and adult rats. This might be a plausible explanation to the fact that most researchers do not reverse 
the animal’s house light-dark period. Yet, according to the authors, as puberty progressed, bimodality diminish, 
and late-night activity phase-advances until it consolidates with early-night activity. However, these pubertal 
changes in circadian phase are more pronounced in males than females and increases in gonadal hormones 
during puberty partially account for these changes. Many animal studies use gonadectomy to mimic the 
influence of lower hormone production in overall physiology. Rats that suffer gonadectomy before puberty 
exhibit smaller phase changes than intact rats and may continue ultradian rhythms into adulthood (Hagenauer et 
al., 2011). 
  
Studies Duration: 
 Resistance Training needs time to demonstrated tissue morphology alteration. Most of the studies period 
was applied by longitudinal data.  Exercise training is known to be a tremendous cardiac hypertrophic stimulus; 
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however, the magnitude and pattern of left ventricular hypertrophy is nature, duration, and intensity of exercise-
dependent (Haykowsky et al., 2002). It is possible to match both animals and humans life expectancy and draw 
the best RT length to obtain the required alterations for the outcomes. Only a few studies took longer than 
twelve weeks to confirm the importance of the results (Mathenny et al., 2009; Zanchi et al., 2010). The duration 
time for aging studies is a hugely significant variable. It shows the potential morphological alteration that 
accompanies the aging process and how much change could create an intervention into the analyzed tissue. 
Ahmadiasl et al. (2012) showed that sub-maximal constant resistance exercise improves heart efficiency without 
increasing oxidative stress marker or decrease in antioxidant defense capacity. These indicate that long-time 
resistance exercise up to this magnitude is safe for cardiac health.    
 
Training Load and Testing: 
 Loading test is usually performed in human studies. In animal studies, loading tests are also used, however, 
the applicability of this kind of test, is controversial. Besides this, multiple species of loading test might be 
found in the literature depending on the RT type chosen. Deus et al. (2012) submitted the animals to a maximal 
resistance test (MRT), in Ladder Climbing model, before and after the training protocol. A load-free climb was 
performed, and subsequent climbs occurred at two minutes intervals, with loads progressively increasing by 
10% of body weight (BW) from the initial MRT resistance until the animal could climb no longer the ladder. 
The incapacity of the animal to perform a complete climb was determined to complete the test. Thus, the authors 
also took blood samples to determine Lactate. This test may not confirm maximal strength considering that the 
animal may refuse to climb the ladder. Thus, the test should be considered sub-maximal instead maximal. 
Drummond et al. (2010) did a one-repetition maximum (1RM) for Squat Model RT. Following submaximal 
lifts, a 1RM was determined by adjusting the weight with increments of 100, 50, 25 and/or 10 g. The author 
does not recommend more than three 1RM attempts for each rat. Both studies, used a called “maximal test”, but 
even under stress conditioning, the rats may not reach the considered “maximal load”. Other question would be 
that the animal should be re-evaluated often. In this condition, the test procedure should be included as a 
training session because the re-evaluated test shall be performed every two weeks to update the loading training. 
Because of this, most of the training load shall be measured by a percentage of the animal body weight. 
Muscular function might be impaired by chronic diseases or aging. This study showed that most of the 
publications used a more frequent percentage of body weight than a percentage of loading max. Scheffer et al. 
(2012) demonstrated that a more intense exercise causes a more pronounced oxidative damage than a lighter 
training load. Deus et al. (2012) compared the effect of low and high intensity training on metabolic and cardiac 
autonomic adaptations and concluded that the high intensity protocol produced significant and valuable 
metabolic and cardiac autonomic adaptations beyond provide evidence for the positive benefits of exercise as 
counteracting metabolic and cardiovascular dysfunction. Drummond et al. (2010) showed that rats which 
performed Squat training model at 75% of the 1RM, have a different myogenic response depending in a volume 
and muscle type dependent situation. However, Krisan et al. (2004) using a similar rodent model did not support 
those findings, suggesting a not true maximal loading test response. Hellyer et al. (2012) concluded that 
moderate intensity (80% animal body weight) RT is sufficient to induce muscle hypertrophy in young animals, 
whereas the signaling mechanisms associated with muscle hypertrophy may differ between growing adolescents 
and adults. However, increasing muscle size is not the only issue seen in RT studies. Harris et al. (2010) showed 
that 6 weeks of continuous moderate (starting with 50% BW) intensity RT is sufficient to raise endothelial 
dilatation of aged rats.         
 
Training Intensity and Volume: 
 The magnitude of the adaptation of an organ system to exercise is stimulus dependent. This stimulus is 
defined by the intensity and volume of exercise which is performed (Drummond et al., 2010). In RT, the volume 
is characterized by a combination of sets of repetitions performed at a given exercise intensity. Kraemer et al. 
(2002) suggested that exercise volume is essential in the design of any RT interventions to optimize skeletal 
muscle strength and plasticity. The number of sets, repetitions and the rest may often cause a debate. Mostly, 
Ladder climbing model is not quoted by sets and repetitions. Instead of this, the term “climbs” is extensively 
read.  For each climb, the ladder induces the animals to perform eight to twelve dynamic movements (Prestes et 
al., 2009). Set is described to be a number of repetitions done in a certain activity. The concept of repetition is a 
group of individual movements formed by shortening-stretching cycles. According to this, each movement done 
in the ladder is a repetition and each climb might be considered a set. The studies which used the water jumping 
version, showed a tremendous protocol similarity, even studying different outcomes (Frajacomo et al., 2012; 
Tanno et al., 2011; Souza et al., 2011; Aguiar et al., 2011; Haraguchi et al., 2011; Aguiar et al., 2010). 
Overlooking all Water Jumping studies, only a study of Corazza et al (2013), used a different number of the sets 
and repetitions. The probable explanation is the fact that the authors studied an aging model, and they might 
accept an age-related adaptation. Drummond et al. (2010) tested the myogenic regulatory factor (MRF) response 
to two different Squat type resistance exercise volume and found that both high (HI) and low (LV) groups 
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achieved different MRF responses. The MRF response following LV resistance exercise indicates muscle 
remodeling occurred after a single bout of resistance exercise. However, when the task volume was doubled 
(HI), they showed a delayed and blunted myoD and myogenin response that may be reflective of excessive 
damage. Higher volumes of exercise may restrict the myogenic response.  
 
Conclusion: 
 We believe that this study showed a noticeable mount of relevant information. Apparently, this is the first 
study to structured analyze the literature regarding animal training methodologies.  
 We showed that the Ladder climbing is the most training model used. However, the training protocols are 
particularly extensively in the literature, and it turns difficult to compare the results of each exercise. Also, it 
shows that this model is used in a great variety of conditions.  
 Finally, aging studies shows a more consistent training design. 
 
Practical Applications: 
 This study aims to help researches to select better RT designs for animal experimental studies. 
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